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Abstract

Mobile phones are constantly decreasing in size, thereby complicating the acous-
tical functionality. Signal processing methods can be used to partially mitigate
this problem. In this paper we suggest a method which uses multiple spectral
subtraction functions and two microphones, introducing only a short signal delay.
The idea is to use spectral subtraction methods to extract the noise as well as the
speech during a single time-frame. The environment background noise may not
be stationary, thereby limiting the method to only employ short estimates of the
background noise signal. Results are presented for experiments in various environ-
ments, showing a reduced noise level in the processed signal compared with the
un-processed signal, and with preserved speech quality.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

A vital property of mobile phones is the speech quality experienced both by the far-
end and the near-end user. There are several sources that obstruct a comfortable
conversation, i.e. background noise, artificial delays of the speech, and missing
parts of the speech and echoes. Since mobile phones are decreasing in size the
acoustic functionality is central in retaining speech quality. When the distance
from the microphone to the mouth is increased, the microphone picks up more
of the background noise, which is disturbing to the far-end speaker. One way of
reducing this disturbance, by improving the acoustic pick-up with a cavity, is to
use a flip. The main drawback with flips is, however, that they are mechanically
fragile and rather expensive to manufacture. A preferred solution is therefore often
to use signal processing methods to improve the microphone signal. The present
report presents a method to reduce the background noise introducing only a very
short delay.

Mobile telephones are used in almost all environments. Therefore, the back-
ground noise can exhibit highly varying characteristics over time. A common
method used to reduce background noise is spectral subtraction. Spectral sub-
traction employs two spectrum estimates: one estimate of the speech signal dis-
turbed by a background noise signal spectrum, and an estimate of the background
noise signal spectrum. These are combined to form an SNR-based (Signal to Noise
Ratio) gain function [1, 2, 3] in order to reduce the background noise. The back-
ground noise amplitude spectrum is normally estimated during speech pauses. This
implies that the background must contain a similar amplitude spectrum during
the speech periods. Unfortunately, this assumption is not always true for many
common background noise situations. To alleviate the problem of estimating the
background noise a second microphone can be introduced, which picks-up more of
the background noise.

Many ideas for dual-microphone speech enhancement depend upon delay differ-
ences of the two-microphone signals and thereby assume specific spatial conditions
for the sound sources. A classic approach to enhance the speech with multiple mi-
crophones is beamforming [5], and evaluations of improved beamformers for speech
enhancement can be found in [6, 7]. Beamforming methods use the phase infor-
mation of the two microphone signals to selectively include a lobe in the desired
direction and thereby increase the SNR of the speech signal. The performance
of two microphone beamforming methods decreases when exposed to more than
two sources [8]. Another approach with beamforming techniques is to explore the
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possibility of nulling the speech signal content of one of the microphone signals
with the beamformer output, thereby obtaining a noise spectrum estimate which
subsequently is used in a spectral subtraction method [8]. Adaptive Noise Can-
cellation (ANC) is yet another classic approach for reducing the noise content in
a signal [9]. ANC methods assume that the second microphone signal contains a
noise signal without any speech content. The noisy-speech microphone signal is fed
to an adaptive linear filter with the noise signal as the desired signal.

Other approaches to estimate the noise in spectral subtraction is to utilize
the power spectrum and the cross spectrum estimates between the two signals
[10]. This approach assumes low coherence in the two microphone signals for
the background noise signals and a high coherence for the speech signals. Signal
separation has also been suggested for enhancing the speech signal [11, 12]. This
signal separation deconvolutes (point) sources which are mixed, by minimizing the
square cross-correlation between the two microphone signals. However, other signal
separation criteria also exist. The number of microphone signals limits the number
of sources that can be separated, so that when two signals are used a maximum of
two sources can be separated.

In this report it is suggested that the second microphone should be mounted
more distant from the mouth, as in Figure 2.1, picking up the present frame back-
ground noise. This signal can be used to reduce the background noise in the
primary microphone signal, thus facilitating the handling of short time stationary
background noise. The second microphone signal will, however, also contain speech
residues. In order to use this second microphone signal as a reliable noise estimate
the speech signal must be suppressed. To do so the primary microphone signal is
used since it contains a similar speech signal amplitude spectrum, with a better
SNR. The SNR of the primary microphone signal can also be further improved by
another spectral subtraction. This noise-reduced primary signal is used to form
a spectral subtraction on the second microphone signal, thereby extracting the
background noise signal. These two pre-processing spectral subtraction blocks are
combined resulting in a background noise signal estimate.

A final spectral subtraction is used directly on the primary signal by employ-
ing the enhanced background noise amplitude spectrum estimate from the pre-
processing.

In order to handle the energy level differences between the two microphone
signals several adaptive subtraction factors are suggested. The subtraction factors
control the amount of reduction of the unwanted signals. These factors give a
trade-off between speech distortion and noise reduction. The suggested method
exploits a frame-wise mean amplitude measure levels of the two microphone signals
to estimate suitable subtraction factors.

A major challenge in spectral subtraction is to obtain low variance amplitude
spectrum estimates. Such a single-microphone spectral subtraction algorithm is
used in each of the three enhancement functions [2, 3]. This method reduces the
variability of the gain function by using Bartlett’s spectrum estimation method [4]
in order to reduce the variance of the amplitude spectrum estimates when calcu-
lating the gain function filter. The short-time stationarity assumption is limited to
the duration of the present signal frame, in order to comply with the demands of
the spectrum estimation method. The Bartlett spectrum estimation method has
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lower frequency resolution as compared to a conventional periodogram [4]. The
calculated gain function and the input signal spectrum should be represented in
an equal number of frequency bins to facilitate the filtering. The filter and signal
are interpolated to a suitable length, exceeding the combined original lengths. A
phase is also imposed on the filter. By doing so, a causal, purely linear convolution
is performed. The variability of the gain function is further reduced by adaptive
averaging. The adaptation is controlled by a discrepancy measure between the
background noise and the noisy speech spectrum estimate [3].
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Chapter 2

Acoustical and Mechanical Setup

The two microphones can be mounted quite differently, for example on a mobile
telephone or an earpiece. When selecting proper placement of the microphones,
consideration has to be taken to the sound propagation, both from the speaker and
the background noise sources. The locations of the microphones are important, and
should comply with the requirement of having a stronger speech signal in one of
the two microphone signals. The two microphone signals should also have similar
amplitude spectral shapes. An obvious solution is to locate the primary microphone
at the bottom of the device closer to the mouth, while the second microphone is
placed at the top of the device, closer to the ear. The microphones should also
be placed so that the risk is low that the user, by mistake, covers or shadows the
microphones.

When the device is a small mobile telephone the secondary microphone is ap-
proximately located at the doubled distance from the mouth as compared to the
primary microphone, see Figure 2.1. Since sound energy decreases with the dis-
tance from the source, the speech energy level ratios between the two microphone
signals only varies slowly, although the individual energy levels may vary more
quickly. This slow variation is motivated by the assumption that the microphone
positions are fixed and the phone is held at approximately the same angle during a
time frame. The energy level difference of the speech signal in the two microphone
signals is in the interval of 7–11 dB. The energy levels of the background noise in
the two microphone signals are approximately equal. The differences that occur
are mainly due to microphone directionality.

Typical spectra of the signals picked up by the microphones are shown in Fig-
ures 2.2 – 2.4. It can be seen in Figure 2.2 that the background noise spectra
are similar in the two microphone signals for this outdoor recording even if the
background mainly consists of multiple unwanted speakers, so-called babble noise.
For the car recordings, the background noise has a small energy level difference,
which increases for higher frequencies, as shown in Figure 2.3. For clean speech,
the energy level difference is approximately 11 dB between the two microphone
signals, see Figure 2.4.

When the background noise sources are closer to the telephone user there may
be energy level differences of the received background noise signal in the two mi-
crophones.
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Figure 2.1: The two microphones are mounted at the top and bottom of a mobile
phone. Typical distance from mouth to primary microphone is 7 cm, and to the
secondary microphone 15 cm.
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Figure 2.2: Babble noise power spectra recorded adjacent to an open-air cafeteria.
Solid line: second microphone signal; dashed line: first microphone signal.
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Figure 2.3: Noise power spectra recorded in a car. Solid line: second microphone
signal; dashed line: first microphone signal.
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Figure 2.4: Speech power spectra recorded in a quiet anechoic chamber. Solid line:
second microphone signal; dashed line: first microphone signal.
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Chapter 3

Dual-Microphone Noise
Reduction Algorithm

The suggested method consist of three spectral subtraction blocks. The task of
each block is to enhance speech or noise. First two spectral subtraction blocks
are combined in a sequential manner to estimate the background noise amplitude
spectrum, this is the pre-processing block. A third, alias final, spectral subtraction
block uses the noise amplitude spectrum estimate, in order to enhance the primary
microphone speech signal.

The primary microphone signal is denoted by x1(n) and the secondary micro-
phone signal by x2(n). The signals contain both speech and background noise.
The background noise signal is considered to be additive and uncorrelated with the
speech signal. The speech signals are denoted by s1(n) and s2(n) in the primary
and the secondary microphone signals, respectively. The background noise signals
are likewise denoted by n1(n) and n2(n). The inputs are thus given by

x1(n) = s1(n) + n1(n), (3.1)

x2(n) = s2(n) + n2(n). (3.2)

The presented method works frame-wise in the frequency-domain. To enable a
frequency interpretation of an FFT-transformation from the time-domain to the
frequency-domain the signals are assumed to be short-time stationary. The sta-
tionarity should last as long as the duration of a block of samples, i.e. L samples.
The blocks of samples are defined as the vectors

x1,L(i) =
[
x1(Li) x1(Li+ 1) . . . x1(L(i+ 1)− 1)

]
, (3.3)

and

x2,L(i) =
[
x2(Li) x2(Li+ 1) . . . x2(L(i+ 1)− 1)

]
. (3.4)

The blocks, x1,L(i) and x2,L(i), are divided into subblocks of length M

x1,L(i;m) =
[
x1(Li+Mm) x1(Li+Mm+ 1) . . . x1(Li+M(m+ 1)− 1)

]
,

(3.5)
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and

x2,L(i;m) =
[
x2(Li+Mm) x2(Li+Mm+ 1) . . . x2(Li+M(m+ 1)− 1)

]
.

(3.6)

The short-time amplitude spectrum estimate of the primary microphone signal is
estimated by using the Bartlett method [4]

P̂x1,M(f, i) =

√√√√M

L

L
M
−1∑

m=0

|FM{x1,L(i;m), f}|2, (3.7)

where f ∈ [0,M − 1] is a discrete variable enumerating the M frequency bins, and
F is the FFT operation. The secondary microphone signal amplitude spectrum
estimate P̂x2,M(f, i) is analogously defined from the secondary microphone signal
block x2,L[n](i). The Bartlett method calculates the periodograms on the L

M
sub-

blocks and averages the ensemble of periodograms. This process results in an
amplitude spectrum estimate which has a lower variance as compared to the full-
block length (L) periodogram. The resulting amplitude spectrum has also a reduced
frequency resolution. However, the reduced variance is here a trade-off with respect
to frequency resolution.

3.1 Mean Amplitude Measure

The short term amplitude spectrum, P̂x1,M(f, i), is defined in Equation (3.7). In
order to control the three involved spectral subtraction algorithms a frame-wise
Mean Amplitude Measure, MAM, is defined as

A1,x(i) =
1

M

M−1∑
f=0

P̂x1,M(f, i). (3.8)

This MAM is used to control the different subtraction factors kr, kn, and ks.

3.2 Spectral Subtraction

The Spectral Subtraction (SS) method is presented in detail in Figure 3.1 and
Figure 3.2. The main ideas are similar as for a single microphone noise reduction,
see Appendix A. The gain functions, G(·),M(f, i), for the three blocks are formed

by both the estimated amplitude spectrum of the input signal, P̂x(·),M(f, i) see
Equations (3.1) – (3.7), and the estimated amplitude spectrum of the contaminating
signal, P̂y(·),M(f, i), and are given by

Gr,M(f, i) =

(
1− kr ·

|P̂yn,M(f, i− 1)|a
|P̂x1,M(f, i)|a

) 1
a

, (3.9)

Gn,M(f, i) =

(
1− kn ·

|P̂yr,M(f, i)|a
|P̂x2,M(f, i)|a

) 1
a

, (3.10)
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and

Gs,M(f, i) =

(
1− ks ·

|P̂yn,M(f, i)|a
|P̂x1,M(f, i)|a

) 1
a

, (3.11)

where a is the spectrum exponent, k(·) is a subtraction factor controlling the amount
of suppression, the subscript r denotes the rough speech gain function, n denotes
the noise gain function, and s denotes the final speech gain function. The Bartlett
method in Equation (3.7) is used to obtain an amplitude spectrum estimate with
lower variance. Having a low variance in the spectrum estimate results in a low
variability of the gain function. This, in turn, results in less artifacts in the fil-
tered output signal. When the input signal is long-time stationary the gain func-
tion Gs,M(f, i) can be averaged adaptively [3]. This is done to further reduce the
residual artifacts, mainly during non-speech periods. The averaging adaptation is
dependent on the spectral discrepancy between the primary input amplitude spec-
trum estimate, P̂x1,M(f, i), and the extracted noise amplitude spectrum estimate

P̂yn,M(f, i). The smaller the spectral discrepancy, the longer the averaging time
employed.

The gain functions correspond to non-causal time-varying filters if zero-phase
is assumed. To obtain a causal filter, a minimum phase [13], or a linear phase [4],
characteristics is imposed on the gain function, resulting in G̃(·),M(f, i).

Since the spectral subtraction technique is frame-based and uses FFTs, frame
effects must be considered. An FFT corresponds to a critically sampled filter bank
[14]. A circular convolution (which comes from the FFT and IFFT operations)
results in discontinuities between frames but can be avoided by using correct lengths
of the filter length M and data frame length L. To obtain purely linear convolution
the corresponding time sequence of the gain function, G̃(·),M(f, i), and the spectrum

estimate, X̂(·),L(f, i), must yield a length which is shorter than the FFT length,

i.e. L + M < N [13]. An interpolated gain function, G̃(·),M↑N(f, i), is used with
the same number of FFT bins as the interpolated (zero-padded) input spectrum,
X̂(·),L↑N(f, i). Although the filter and spectrum have N frequency bins they are of
order of M and L, respectively. An enhanced signal without periodicity artifacts
can be obtained as

Yr,N(f, i) = G̃r,M↑N(f, i) ·X1,L↑N(f, i), (3.12)

Yn,N(f, i) = G̃n,M↑N(f, i) ·X2,L↑N(f, i), (3.13)

and

Ys,N(f, i) = G̃s,M↑N(f, i) ·X1,L↑N(f, i). (3.14)

where the subscript r denotes rough speech estimate, n denotes noise estimate, and
s denotes processed speech estimate.

The last spectrum estimate, Ys,N(f, i), is transformed to the time-domain by
using an IFFT resulting in the sample block

ys,N(i) = F−1
N {Ys,N(f, i), f}. (3.15)
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The resulting time-domain signal is achieved using the overlap-add method. Since
the output from the pre-processing blocks, namely the spectra Yr,N(f, i) and Yn,N(f, i),
are of length N , a decimation in frequency resolution is performed, giving the am-
plitude spectra Pyr,M(f, i) and Pyn,M(f, i). The decimation is necessary for the
calculation of the short-length gain functions. The decimation is made by first
applying an N length IFFT on the output spectra Yr,N(f, i) and Yn,N(f, i). This is
followed by employing the Bartlett method of sub-block length M yielding

yr,N(i) = F−1
N {Yr,N(f, i), f}, (3.16)

P̂yr,M(f, i) =

√√√√M

N

N
M
−1∑

m=0

|FM{yr,N(i;m), f}|2, (3.17)

yn,N(i) = F−1
N {Yn,N(f, i), f}, (3.18)

P̂yn,M(f, i) =

√√√√M

N

N
M
−1∑

m=0

|FM{yn,N(i;m), f}|2. (3.19)

3.3 Total Algorithm Structure

The total algorithm is as follows: the microphone closest to the mouth contains
signal with the better Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR). This signal should be processed
resulting in an even further enhanced speech signal, i.e. better SNR although with
some speech distortion. When handling noise within a single frame a good estimate
of that frame’s noise amplitude spectrum is plausible. This is achieved by using
the second microphone signal, although this signal contains a weaker version of the
speech signal as well. By using a combination of three spectral subtraction schemes
as in Figure 3.2, this difficulty can be overcome.

The speech pre-processing spectral subtraction function, SSr, in Figure 3.2 uses
a frame, x1,L(i), of the primary signal and an amplitude spectrum estimate of the
noise enhanced secondary signal computed in the previous frame, Pyn,M(f, i − 1),
to form a rough spectrum estimate of the speech signal, Yr,N(f, i). This is a rough
estimate since it is calculated with the noise spectrum estimate of the previous
frame and the subtraction factor is set at a high level. By setting the subtraction
factor high, a strong noise reduction is achieved, which also distorts the speech
signal. Still, some of the noise remains and artifacts are introduced. The noise pre-
processing spectral subtraction, SSn, uses the rough extracted speech amplitude
spectrum estimate Pyr,M(f, i) and a block, x2,L(i), of the secondary signal to form a
spectrum estimate of the background noise signal for the current frame, Yn,N(f, i).
The secondary microphone signal is used since the speech signal energy level is
lower in this signal, which simplifies suppression of the speech signal part. When
the two spectral subtraction blocks are tuned, SSr will give a rough high-SNR
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speech estimate and SSn will give a high-NSR noise estimate. If one of the blocks’
performance deteriorates, the other will follow, due to the coupling.

The final speech enhancement procedure, SSs, uses the current background noise
amplitude spectrum estimate, Pyn,M(f, i), and again block, x1,L(i), of the primary
signal to obtain a noise reduced speech spectrum, Ys,N(f, i). The background noise
amplitude spectrum estimate is block-wise updated for each new block reflecting
changes of the background, even during speech periods.

3.4 Processing Delay

Communication systems have a specified maximum delay that has to be fulfilled.
The delay must be kept as low as possible in speech communication to prevent
unnatural pauses and stuttering. When the signal frame length is matched to the
mobile phone voice coder frame length, the proposed method can work on the same
frame of samples as the voice coder, which means that no extra delay is introduced.
The introduced delay is the computation time of the noise reduction plus the delay
in the gain function filter in SSs. The computation delay is included in the total
delay since the frame of samples must be collected that much in advance to be able
to send it at a predetermined time. When the minimum phase is imposed on the
gain function the filtering delay is less than half a millisecond.

N-FFT M-Bartlett

Gain
Function

Adaptive
Average

Interpolation &
Impose Phase

x(.)(i)

Y(.),N(f,i)

Y(.),N(f,i)

X̂(.),N(f,i)

Py(.),M(f,i)

G(.),M(f,i)

—
G(.),M(f,i)

~
G(.),M↑N(f,i)

k(.)

P̂x(.),M(f,i)

N-IFFTM-Bartlett

Figure 3.1: The spectral subtraction function; the adaptive averaging is optional
and only used in SSs.
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Figure 3.2: The noise reduction procedure consists mainly of three spectral sub-
traction functions, which are executed in the order SSr, SSn, SSs.
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Chapter 4

Adaptive Control Mechanism

The noise suppression method suggested in this report controls the suppression
by the three subtraction factors kr, kn and ks. The levels of these parameters
must change according to the sound environment for the mobile telephone. The
factors should regulate the level of suppression of the contaminating signal and
also compensate for the different amplitude levels of both the background and the
speech signal spectra in the two microphone signals.

The frame-wise mean amplitude measure, MAM, in the microphone signals
are denoted by A1,x(i) and A2,x(i) for the primary and the secondary microphone
signal, respectively. The frame-wise MAM of the speech signal in the primary
and secondary microphone signals are denoted by A1,s(i) and A2,s(i), respectively,
and the corresponding background noise MAM are denoted by A1,n(i) and A2,n(i),
respectively.

4.1 Interpretation of the Subtraction Factors

The speech pre-processing spectral subtraction block should have a strong noise
reduction and thereby a higher level of the subtraction factor, kr, is used. The
subtraction factor should be set to the level at which the SSr block, see Figure 3.2,
results in a speech signal with lowest noise level. A low level of residual artifacts
is not the primary goal here. The parameter choice of kr must also take into
consideration amplitude differences of the background signal in the two microphone
signals. When the background amplitude in the secondary microphone signal is
higher than the level in the primary microphone, kr should decrease, hence

kr ∝
A1,n(i)

A2,n(i)
, (4.1)

where ∝ denotes a dependence between the operands, so that when one operand
increases or decreases the other follows.

The noise spectral subtraction block in Figure 3.2 , SSn, is used to extract the
noise part in the secondary microphone signal. The subtraction factor kn controls
how much of the speech signal that should be suppressed. Since the speech signal
in the primary microphone signal has a higher energy level than in the secondary
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microphone signal, kn should be selected accordingly, hence

kn ∝
A2,s(i)

A1,s(i)
. (4.2)

The resulting noise estimate should only contain a small residual of the speech
signal, preferably no speech signal at all, since remains of the desired speech sig-
nal will be detrimental to the ultimate speech enhancement procedure, SSs, thus
lowering the quality of the output.

The final spectral subtraction block, SSs, is controlled much the same way as
SSr. The difference is that the noise suppression is deemphasized in favor of the
speech distortion. This generally implies that the subtraction factor, ks, is lower
than kr.

4.2 Adaptive Control Mechanism

A central part of the process is taking into consideration the MAM of the speech
and noise when selecting subtraction factors. Inspired by the spectral subtraction
equation a method is suggested such that the amplitudes in the two microphones
are equalized.

The subtraction factor is derived by using a method inspired from Equation (3.9)

Â1,s(i) ≈
(

1− kr(i) ·
Â2,n(i− 1)

A1,x(i)

)
· A1,x(i) (4.3)

where the extracted MAMs are distinguished from the real data measured MAMs
by a hat above the parameter. In Equation (4.3), the exponent parameter a has
been selected to one, and the spectra have been replaced by the MAMs, Â1,s(i) and

Â2,n(i−1), which are the MAMs of the output from the speech, SSs, and the noise,
SSn, pre-processor, respectively. Solving Equation (4.3) for the direct subtraction
factor, kr(i), gives

kr(i) ≈
A1,x(i)− Â1,s(i− 1)

Â2,n(i− 1)
. (4.4)

Equation (4.4) make use of the MAM of the previous frame and the present frame,
which can result in a mismatch of amplitude levels. To reduce the mismatch be-
tween frames in the calculation Equation (4.4) is reformulated, Â1,s(i − 1) is ap-
proximated by A1,x(i)(1− ḡr,M(i− 1)), this yields

k̃r(i) =
A1,x(i)(1− ḡr,M(i− 1))

A2,x(i)ḡn,M(i− 1)
· κr (4.5)

where κr is also introduced, a fixed multiplication factor setting the overall noise
reduction level, and

ḡr,M(i) =
1

M

M−1∑
f=0

Gr,M(f, i), (4.6)
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ḡn,M(i) =
1

M

M−1∑
f=0

Gn,M(f, i). (4.7)

The gain functions are limited to 0 ≤ Gr,M(f, i) ≤ 1 and 0 ≤ Gn,M(f, i) ≤ 1. The
summation of gains over frequency gives an overall estimation of speech to noise
ratio and noise to speech ratio of the frame, respectively. Equation (4.5) depends
on the ratio of the noise levels in the two microphone signals. Besides κr Equation
(4.5) only adjust for differences in amplitude between the two microphones. The
subtraction factor k̃r(i), increases during speech periods. This is a suitable behavior
since a stronger noise reduction is desired during these periods. If a subtraction
factor with similar level during speech and non-speech periods is used, the obtained
SNR improvement is too low during speech periods. Much of the remaining noise
during speech periods is not perceived since it is masked by the hearing, but when
the extracted speech is used to suppress the speech in the secondary microphone
signal the remaining noise will deteriorate the noise estimate.

To reduce the variability of k̃r to a reasonable range a limited and averaged
subtraction factor is introduced

k̄r(i) =
1

Jr + 1

Jr∑
j=0



kr,max (i), k̃r(i− j) > kr,max (i)

k̃r(i− j), kr,min < k̃r(i− j) < kr,max (i)

kr,min , k̃r(i− j) < kr,min

(4.8)

where Jr + 1 is the number of averaged subtraction factors, kr,min is the minimum
allowed k̄r, and kr,max (i) is the maximum allowed k̄r calculated by

kr,max (i) = min([k̄r(i), k̄r(i− 1) . . . , k̄r(i−∆r)]) + rr (4.9)

where the maximum is set by an offset, rr, to the minimum k̄r(i) found during the
last ∆r frames. The maximum kr,max (i) is used to prevent too high a subtraction
level during speech periods, and to decrease the fluctuations of the gain function.
Parameter ∆r should be large enough to cover the last noise only period at least
partially. The averaged subtraction factor is subsequently used in the spectral
subtraction, see Equation (3.9), instead of the direct subtraction factor kr.

The parameter k̄s(f, i) is derived in the same way as k̄r(i) except that it is
calculated for each frequency bin separately,

k̃s(f, i) =
|P̂x1,M(f, i)| · (1−Gr,M(f, i))

|P̂x2,M(f, i)| ·Gn,M(f, i)
· κs, (4.10)

k̄s(f, i) =
1

Js + 1

Js∑
j=0



ks,max (i), k̃s(f, i− j) > ks,max (i)

k̃s(f, i− j), ks,min < k̃s(f, i− j) < ks,max (i)

ks,min , k̃s(f, i− j) < ks,min

, (4.11)

ks,max (i) = min([k̄s(f, i), k̄s(f, i− 1) . . . , k̄s(f, i−∆s)]) + rs, f ∈ [0, 1, . . . ,M − 1]
(4.12)

where k̄s(f, i) is the subtraction factor at discrete frequencies f ∈ [0, 1, . . . ,M −
1]. The frequency dependent subtraction factor is motivated by the fact that the
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transfer function between the two microphone signals is also frequency dependent.
This frequency dependence is varying over time due to movement of the mobile
phone. A frequency dependence could also be used for the two first subtraction
factors, but in order to reduce computational complexity we have refrained from
doing so since speech quality is most important in only the final spectral subtraction
function.

Even though the subtraction factor is calculated in each frequency band it is
smoothed over frequencies to reduce its variability giving

¯̄ks(f, i) =
1

V

V−1
2∑

v=−V−1
2

k̄s([f + v]M0 , i) (4.13)

where V is the odd length of a rectangular smoothing window, and [·]M0 is an

interval restriction of the frequency at 0 and M . The subtraction factor ¯̄ks(f, i)
smoothed in both frequency and frame directions is used in Equation (3.11) instead
of the direct subtraction factor.

The noise pre-processor subtraction factor is different since it controls the
amount of speech signal that should be removed from the second microphone signal.
This subtraction factor is derived from

Â2,n(i) ≈
(

1− kn(i) ·
Â1,s(i)

A2,x(i)

)
· A2,x(i). (4.14)

this expression is inspired from Equations (3.10) and (3.13). In Equation (4.14)
the spectra have been replaced by the frame-wise MAM. Solving Equation (4.14)
for the direct subtraction factor, kn(i), gives

kn(i) ≈
A2,x(i)− Â2,n(i− 1)

Â1,s(i)
· κn, (4.15)

where an overall speech reduction level, κn, is also introduced. Without explicitly
using the amplitude measures of the pre-processed signals a more robust control is
accordingly obtained by

k̃n(i) =
A2,x(i)(1− ḡn,M(i− 1))

A1,x(i)ḡr,M(i)
· κn. (4.16)

Subtraction factor k̃n(i) depends on the ratio between the speech levels in the two
microphone signals.

To reduce the variability and to limit k̃2 to an allowed range the exponentially
averaged subtraction factor is obtained,

k̄n(i) = βn · k̄n + (1− βn) ·



kn,max , k̃n(i) > kn,max

k̃n(i), kn,min < k̃n(i) < kn,max

kn,min , k̃n(i) < kn,min

(4.17)

where βn is the exponential averaging constant, kn,max is the maximum allowed k̄n,
and kn,min is the minimum allowed k̄n. The averaged subtraction factor is then
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used in the spectral subtraction Equation (3.10) instead of the direct subtraction
factor kn.

There are numerous possibilities for controlling the subtraction factors. The
different methods can be used separately or in conjunction to compensate for weak-
nesses found in other methods.
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Chapter 5

Evaluation

The evaluation is made using both quantitative and qualitative measures. The
decrease of noise level achieved is presented by means of noise reduction and SNR
improvement measures. Quality is not that straightforward to evaluate. We have
chosen to employ four degradation measures and performed informal listening tests.

The suggested dual-microphone algorithm is compared with a one microphone
algorithm [3] which is outlined in Appendix A. The latter algorithm has a primary
microphone signal input only.

The evaluations are performed on input signals where different background noise
signals are added to clean speech signals. The selected noise environments are a car
coupé, near an open-air cafeteria, and next to a city street with traffic. The speech
signals were recorded in a quiet anechoic chamber. The same recording setup was
used for all the recordings. The microphones were fixed at the bottom and top of
a solid piece of plastic, a small mobile phone dummy. The dummy was held in a
typical position for all recordings. A multi-channel measuring DAT recorder was
used to gather signals from the microphones. The sound signals were anti-aliased,
downsampled to 8 kHz, and subsequently filtered by a telephone bandwidth filter,
i.e. 300–3400 Hz.

5.1 Parameter Choices

The frame length was L = 160 to comply with the GSM voice coder. A suitable
filter length is chosen to M = 32. This gives an FFT length of minimum N = 256
since a radix-2 method is used. An amplitude spectral subtraction is chosen by
setting a = 1, since this produces a stronger noise reduction with less perceived
speech degradation.

The adaptive control mechanism of the subtraction factors has many param-
eters. Most of the parameters are used to transform and limit the factors to a
required range. The limitations are only invoked to prevent abnormal behavior,
see Table 5.1 for the levels selected. The frame maximum level for subtraction
factors k̃r(i) and k̃s(i) are dependent on added quantities, rr and rs, respectively,
which are added to the found minima during the ∆r and ∆s most recent frames.
The parameters are set to rr = 0.5, rs = 0.3, ∆r = 100, and ∆s = 100 which
corresponds to two seconds at 8 kHz. The multiplication factors selected, κr, κn,
and κs, are given in Table 5.2.
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min max
kr 0.5 —
kn 0.1 0.6
ks 0.5 —

Table 5.1: The limits for the subtraction factors.

κr 1.0
κn 0.8
κs 0.9

Table 5.2: Multiplication factors for calculation of the subtraction factors.

The averaging of the subtraction factors k̄r(i) and k̄s(i) is done over Jr = 3 and
Js = 3 recent frames, respectively. The exponential averaging of k̄n(i) is controlled

by the exponential averaging constant βn = 0.6. Finally, the smoothing of ¯̄ks(f, i)
over frequency is set by the rectangular window length V = 5.

5.2 Noise Reduction

Once all parameters are selected and calculated based on data for each frame.
The noise reduction algorithm can be applied to perform an effective evaluation
of the actual noise reduction and SNR improvement achieved on the inputs sepa-
rately. Since the gain function is a filter, although time-varying between frames,
the primary speech signal and background noise signal can be filtered separately for
evaluation purposes. The pre-calculated gain function calculated on the combined
input data is used to process the individual signals. The sum of the outputs will
result in the same output signal as if the noisy speech were filtered,

ys(n) = h(x1(n), n) = h(s1(n) + n1(n), n) =

h(s1(n), n) + h(n1(n), n) = ys,s(n) + ys,n(n) (5.1)

where ys,s(n) and ys,n(n) are the processed speech signal and background noise
signal, respectively, and h(•, n) denotes a linear time-varying operator. It is now
feasible to calculate the block energy for the input speech signal, p1,s(i), input
background noise signal, p1,n(i), processed speech signal, ps,s(i), and processed
background noise signal, ps,n(i). To evaluate the performance, block-wise SNR and
noise reduction measures are defined as

∆SNR(i) =
ps,s(i)

ps,n(i)
· p1,n(i)

p1,s(i)
=

SNRout(i)

SNRin(i)
= SNRout(i)[dB]− SNRin(i)[dB] (5.2)

which is the Signal-to-Noise Ratio improvement for block i. The SNR before the
spectral subtraction is denoted by SNRin(i) and the SNR after processing is denoted
by SNRout(i),

SNRin(i) =
p1,s(i)

p1,n(i)
, (5.3)
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SNRout(i) =
ps,s(i)

ps,n(i)
. (5.4)

The SNR measures are only valid during speech frames. Finally, the Noise Ratio,
NR(i), is defined as

NR(i) =
p1,n(i)

ps,n(i)
. (5.5)

The achieved noise ratio during noise-only periods is higher as compared to
speech periods. During noise-only periods, all the frequency bands can be muted
to a low level, but during speech periods the speech signal must be able to pass
without being severely disturbed. This also has the effect that more noise passes
through the filter during speech periods. Human hearing has a masking effect which
makes low level sounds, close in both time and frequency to a high level sound,
inaudible. The spectral subtraction algorithm reduces the noise in the low energy
speech frequency bands but lets noise and speech pass in the higher energy speech
frequency bands. This is perceived as general lower noise level when combined with
the lower noise level during speech pauses. If noise reduction had been applied only
during speech pauses it would have been perceived as a speech degradation.

The combined noise and speech evaluation signals are used as input signals to
the dual-microphone noise reduction algorithm. The noise reduction during speech
periods is measured and a histogram of the percentage of frames achieving different
noise reductions is presented in Figure 5.1. As can be seen, the noise reduction is
approximately 10 dB during speech pauses. The SNR improvement during speech
periods is dependent upon the input SNR of the primary microphone signal. Figure
5.2 displays the percentage of frames with a certain SNR improvement dependent
on the input SNR. The measured SNR improvement is less then 2 dB. Still no
background noise level difference can be heard in the processed signal comparing
speech and speech-pause periods. The speech signal masks some of the noise signal,
so that an overall lower noise level is achieved.

5.3 Speech Quality Evaluation

The purpose of noise reduction is to maintain the speech quality of the input signal
with a reduced background noise level. The speech quality can be evaluated both
by objective and subjective means. Subjective measures are used, since objective
methods only partly indicate the perceived speech quality.

5.3.1 Objective Degradation Measures

The objective speech degradation measures used in this report are presented in [15],
[16] and Appendix B. The Log-Area-Ratio (LAR), Log-Likelihood-Ratio (LLR),
and Itakura-Saito (IS) measures make use of the Linear Prediction Coefficients
(LPC) to calculate the distortion. LPC analysis is often used for modelling speech
production. The Weighted-Spectral-Slope (WSS) measure incorporates human per-
ception in the calculations. All the methods estimate the displacement of the for-
mants in their respective models. The degradations are tabulated in Table 5.3. As
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Figure 5.1: Histogram of the percentage of frames achieving a certain noise reduc-
tion during speech pauses when the dual-microphone noise reduction method is
applied.
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Figure 5.2: 2D-histogram of the percentage of frames achieving a certain SNR im-
provement at a certain input SNR during speech periods when the dual-microphone
noise reduction method is applied. Even though the measured SNR improvement
is low, no noise level difference between noise and speech periods can be heard.
The small but essential noise reduction performed during speech periods gives the
impression of a continuous, low noise level.
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LAR LLR IS WSS
Input x1(n) 3.5 0.36 0.54 30Including the

speech degrada-
tion effect of the
noise

Dual-mic ys(n) 3.5 0.36 0.66 31

Single mic y(n) 3.5 0.37 0.58 32
Input s1(n) 0 0 0 0Excluding the

speech degrada-
tion effect of the
noise

Dual-mic ys,s(n) 1.2 0.031 0.59 0.98

Single mic yŝ(n) 1.3 0.047 0.65 1.5

Table 5.3: The results with the four different objective degradation measures. The
signals in the table are evaluated against the clean primary speech signal, s1(n).
Lower speech degradation values in the table indicate better speech quality. The
lower half of the table is calculated for speech signals only, processed by the pre-
calculated gain functions.

can be observed the input and the output signals have approximately the same
values, including the single microphone approach [3]. The single microphone ap-
proach has only one input, the primary microphone signal. The two rows at the
bottom of Table 5.3 shows the degradation measures of the speech signal when it
is filtered alone by the pre-calculated gain function. These values are lower than
when the noise also is included, showing that it is mostly the remaining noise that
contributes to the objective speech degradation measures.

5.3.2 Informal Listening Tests

Even though the objective measure does not indicate a difference between the
dual-microphone approach and the single microphone approach, informal listening
tests show that a difference can be heard. The dual-microphone approach is more
uniform in quality. The single microphone approach has larger quality differences.
When comparing the processed signals with the input signals the processed signals
are considered to be better since the speech only exhibits a small degradation and
the noise level is notably lower.

5.4 Filtering Delay

The noise reduction filtering operation delays the signal. When a linear phase is
imposed on the filter, the delay will be fixed to M−1

2
= 15.5 samples. When instead

a minimum phase filtering is used the delay will be different for each frequency
band. The delay can be characterized by means of the group delay. The group
delay measures the delay of the envelope of a narrow band signal. Therefore, the
influence that the filter, Gs,M↑N(f, i), has on the output signal, ys(n), is presented
in Figure 5.3, as a histogram of the group delay for all frequency bands. Only
frames containing speech signal are evaluated since the low-energy noise frames do
not affect the perceived delay in the system. The observed delay is in the range of
0–4 samples corresponding to a delay of less than 0.5 ms. The mean delay is 0.4
samples. A causal minimum phase filter can most certainly have a negative group
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Figure 5.3: Histogram over all frequency bands and frames which yield a certain
delay.

delay in the stop-bands which can be observed by noting that a small percentage
of the frequency bands shows a negative delay.
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Chapter 6

Conclusions

A dual-microphone noise reduction method has been proposed for use in mobile
telephony. The method works well with short-time stationary input signals, gives
low residual noise and high quality speech, and introduces only a short delay. These
are important features in real-time handheld communication systems that may be
used in complex sound environments.

The results show that it is possible to continually estimate the contaminating
background signal’s amplitude spectrum with reliability. The amplitude spectrum
is used to calculate the noise suppression filter. When the filter is applied to the
input signal, an output signal SNR improvement of 0–2 dB during speech periods
is achieved together with a noise reduction of 10 dB during speech pauses. The
delay of the processed signal is less than half a millisecond. These results indicate
that the method is suitable for noise reduction in real-time systems, for example
handheld mobile telephones.
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Appendix A

Single Microphone Spectral
Subtraction

The single microphone spectral subtraction algorithm is used as an integral part in
the dual-microphone noise reduction method. The algorithm is outlined in Figure
A.1. Spectral subtraction relies upon the assumption that the background noise
signal has an almost constant magnitude spectrum and the speech signal is short-
time stationary. Furthermore, the background noise is considered additive and
uncorrelated to the speech signal. Let s(n), w(n) and x(n) represent the speech
signal, noise signal and noisy speech signal, respectively, so that

x(n) = s(n) + w(n). (A.1)

The short-time power spectral density relation is thus

Rx(f, i) = Rs(f, i) +Rw(f, i) (A.2)

where f ∈ [0,M − 1] is a discrete variable enumerating the frequency bins and i
is a time block index. The spectral subtraction method works in a block-based
fashion. The short-time spectral density is estimated by using a Bartlett method,

R̂x,M(f, i) =

L
M∑
n=0

|FM{xL[n ·M, . . . , (n+ 1) ·M − 1](i), f}|2 (A.3)

where xL[n](i) is a vector containing the i:th block of L data samples, enumerated
by n, and F is the FFT operation. The Bartlett method is used to get a spectrum
with low variance and a reduced frequency resolution. For convenience, the mag-

nitude spectrum estimate is defined as P̂x,M(f, i) =
√
R̂x,M(f, i). The background

noise magnitude spectrum can be estimated over a longer time frame by

P̄w,M(f, i) =

{
µP̄w,M(f, i− 1) + (1− µ)P̂x,M(f, i) , noise only
P̄w,M(f, i− 1) , speech and noise

(A.4)

where µ is the exponential averaging time constant. The speech pauses are detected
by a Voice Activity Detector, VAD.
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The low resolution spectrum estimates are used in the calculation of an SNR-
based gain function,

GM(f, i) =

(
1− k ·

P̄ a
w,M(f, i)

P̂ a
x,M(f, i)

) 1
a

, (A.5)

where a controls which power of magnitude spectral subtraction is to be used, k is
the subtraction factor regulating the amount of noise reduction applied. In order to
reconstruct a gain function that matches the number of FFT bins, N , the gain func-
tion is interpolated from the shorter gain function, GM(f, i), to form GM↑N(f, i).
Although GM↑N(f, i) has N frequency bins, the corresponding impulse response
is only of length M . We utilize the lower resolution of GM↑N(f, i) to accomplish
a truly linear filtering. Causality is imposed on the gain function by a linear or
minimum phase. These novel properties are introduced on the gain function to
facilitate improved speech quality as compared to other spectral subtraction meth-
ods. The resulting output is obtained by using overlap-add and an inverse FFT
of

YN(f, i) = GM↑N(f, i)XL↑N(f, i). (A.6)

Another benefit with the novel method is the short delay introduced in the
noise-reduced signal. When a minimum phase is imposed on the gain function the
delay is only a few samples.
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Figure A.1: (a) Outline of the improved spectral subtraction algorithm. (b) A de-
tailed view of the gain function calculation in (a), consisting of the parts facilitating
the new causal truly linear filtering and adaptive exponential averaging.
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Appendix B

Objective Sound Quality
Measures

The Itakura-Saito (IS) Distortion Measure is derived from the linear prediction
(LP) coefficient vector, as(i), of the original clean speech frame and the processed
speech coefficient vector, ay(i), resulting in,

IS (i) =
σ2
s(i)

σ2
y(i)

ay(i)Rs(i)a
T
y (i)

as(i)Rs(i)aTs (i)
+ log

(
σ2
y(i)

σ2
s(i)

)
− 1 (B.1)

where σ2
s(i) and σ2

y(i) are the all-pole gains for the processed and clean speech,
respectively, and Rs(i) denotes the input clean-speech signal correlation matrix.
Compared to the LLR measure, this measure has the advantage of giving a zero
response when estimating the distortion of two signals having equal LP coefficients
and gains.

The Log-Likelihood-Ratio (LLR) Measure is given by

LLR(i) = log

(
ay(i)Rs(i)a

T
y (i)

as(i)Rs(i)aTs (i)

)
. (B.2)

This measure can be interpreted as the difference of the residuals when filtering
the clean speech signal with the inverse LP-coefficient-filter of the clean speech as
well as the processed speech.

The Log-Area-Ratio (LAR) Measure is calculated by

LAR(i) =

∣∣∣∣∣ 1

P

P∑
p=1

(
log

1 + rs,p(i)

1− rs,p(i)
− log

1 + ry,p(i)

1− ry,p(i)

)2
∣∣∣∣∣

1
2

(B.3)

where rs,p(i) and ry,p(i) are the p:th reflection coefficients of the input clean speech
signal and of the processed signal, respectively.

The Weighted-Spectral-Slope (WSS) Measure is based on an auditory model in
which a critical-band filterbank is used to estimate the short-time speech spectrum.
The spectral slopes in each band are calculated. The distances between the spectral
slopes of clean speech and the spectral slopes of processed speech are weighted
according to each band’s distance from a spectral peak or valley. The weighting
function in the distortion measure put emphasis on formant placement. See [16]
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for a more precise definition. An advantage of this measure is the aural model
which gives a spectral distance incorporating perceptually meaningful frequency
weighting.
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